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TX:  07.11.11 - Olympic Hotels Disabled Access

PRESENTER:  JULIAN WORRICKER


Worricker
On the day that the scale of the Olympic torch relay next summer has been made public - the top of Snowdon, across Loch Ness, the Giant's Causeway, Stonehenge to name but a few places on the route - here's something else on a grand scale that needs digesting and quite possibly addressing.  There could be up to 23,000 disabled people staying in London during the Olympics and the Paralympics…that's according to the London Organising Committee or LOCOG.  But how well equipped is the city to deal with the access needs of those people? Martyn Sibley who is a wheelchair user has been road testing a new website created by the Greater London Authority designed to help disabled visitors find accommodation…and it's a mixed picture. I asked him what he'd found:

Sibley
Well I think disabled people obviously have a lot of additional needs and it's a matter of being able to try find if those needs can be catered to and I think the general feeling is that much of those many, many hotels out there that many of them don't actually have that right access.  So this is why Inclusive London - the website - was created by the GLA.

Worricker 
Tell us a bit about Inclusive London and why I think you have doubts as to whether it's the answer to this problem.

Sibley
The idea is that it's sort of lists all the different venues in London for disabled people and it gives lots of different types of listings that can help a disabled person check if their needs will be seen to.  And on the hotel front there's 1500 hotels that are listed.  However, from our research on the programme you'll see that 12% of the hotels were fully audited, 27% were audited either by the hotels themselves or by a member of the public but 61% had no information on access audits whatsoever.  So we feel that potentially the information may be a little bit misleading to disabled people.

Worricker
So in terms of your methods here you and a group of young disabled people went out to randomly check out some of the hotels for yourselves, I know the results weren't great, let's have a listen to what happened.

Sibley
The ramp itself had various obstacles along the route of it and at parts it was far too narrow for a wheelchair to even have got through.   Plus there was a step at the end of the ramp which seems to defeat the object because a wheelchair user wouldn't have been able to get in.

Disabled user
We turned up to hotels to find really tight corridors, really small lifts.

Sibley
Inside it was quite nice but the only room that they had on the ground level was one of their luxury rooms which is obviously much more expensive.  Their standard rooms you had to go down two flights of stairs to get to them, so there would have been no way that a wheelchair user could have got to those rooms.

So did anyone have any problems with the hotels accommodating your PAs at all?

Disabled user
Turned out that the management actually provide adjoining rooms and they said that should be their policy but the staff didn't know that and didn't tell us that.

Sibley
Well as you heard in the clip there were some real surprises on just how inaccessible some of these hotels were.  Many of them had steps at the front with no ramps, so someone using a wheelchair, like myself, would obviously have great difficulty even getting in to the building before you look into the other areas.  Also we had a situation where one of them was a boat that was no longer docked in London, it was in fact in Nigeria.  One was a building site and some listed were actually the head offices of the hotel chains.  So you can see there was a real mix and match of bad information there.

Worricker
Yeah, a boat now docked in Nigeria's not very handy for the London Olympics is it.  So tell us your worry - I mean do you think come the time, come the Paralympics, will there be enough accessible hotel rooms for disabled people in London?

Sibley
Well we know from the figures from the GLA and LOCOG that there's going to be 23,000 disabled people visiting London at the peak of the Games, so obviously while all of them may not be looking for a hotel room you'd imagine a fair few will be and therefore the capacity's going to very much be stretched.  And one of the other problems we found was that the hotel rooms that were accessible were much more expensive, so about 66% of the hotels we looked at cost more than the citywide average, which was £113.

Worricker
So tell us who's responsible here for making sure that disabled people have access to hotels - is it the hotels themselves or is it the GLA?

Sibley
Sure.  I think the first thing to mention that our study was a small sample but we found that 79% of the unaudited information wasn't actually accessible.  Now the biggest thing to mention as well is that we're not blaming the hotels for this, I mean many of the hotels don't even know that they're actually on the website at all, so we really feel that it's the GLA who have taken the responsibility to provide the information on the website who should be taking responsibility for that.  When I questioned London's Deputy Mayor, Richard Barnes, on the inaccessibility that we've been discussing this is what he had to say about it:

Barnes
We're still in the process of analysing what accessible rooms are needed from the ticket sales because clearly there's information which we need there and we're analysing through that.

Sibley
And is it fair to call it Inclusive London if 88% haven't been audited and many of those ones that we did look at and research weren't accessible?

Barnes
You can wait forever to get something perfect.  The way in which we've had - over 5.2 million hits already shows that there's a massive need for information.  A hotel that says nothing about accessibility actually tells you an enormous amount about its accessibility.  So a listing with nothing to it would tell me don't bother to go there.

Sibley
Well my fear is that it's the site that disabled people are signposted to and that then if they're knocked on to other hotel rooms that aren't accessible for their needs then it's going to tarnish their experience of the Games next year.

Barnes
I doubt that very much.  I think that really is taking...

Sibley
Well if they can't get in a hotel, they'd have nowhere to stay.

Barnes
But that's why they're going there – to find out.

Worricker
Deputy under Mayor Richard Barnes ending that report by Martyn Sibley

